
Localization of the SDG‘s requires profound changes



Since 1990, the world has gone 

through a phase of globalization.

It was an engine of growth but 

made the strong stronger 

and the weak (mostly) weaker.

Globalized agriculture was 

a disaster for nature and climate.



Which message is conveyed by this picture?

„Feeding the hungry“ or „Destroying nature“?

The picture shows Brazilian soy plantation: 

feeding animals for slaughter in China or Germany…

Source: Frankfurter Rundschau 28.9.2013



The Club of Rome wrote a major report, 

„Come On!“ 

… in German „Wir sind dran“



At the core of Come On is the distinction between the 

Empty World and the Full World. (Herman Daly)

Empty World Full World

(sustainable) (hardly sustainable!)

The World Human economy



The Full World is now called the Anthropocene. 

70 years of explosive acceleration!

Source: Globaia 2011. Picture after Will Steffens, Paul. J. Crutzen, John R. McNeill. 2007. The 

Anthropocene: Are Humans Now Overwhelming the Great Forces of Nature? Ambio 36



One result of globalized „agriculture“ is the body weights 

of land-living vertebrates: 
67% slaughter animals, - 30% humans, leaving a mere 3% for wild animals!

Totally unsustainable!



Source: Hertwich, E.; Peters, G. P. Carbon Footprint of Nations: A Global, Trade-Linked Analysis 

Environ. Sci. Technol. 2009, 43 ( 16) 6414– 6420

Eight economic sectors 

show a near perfect 

correlation between 

GDP per person and 

CO2 emissions per 

person.

Growth is not the 

solution to the climate 

crisis. It‘s rather the 

cause of the crisis.



The „Budget Approach“ is perhaps the best option for solving the 

climate crisis: The old industrialized countries have nearly 

exhausted their „budget“ and would have to go shopping to 

developing countries  for new carbon permits .



In that case, the Indian Economy 

Minister Shri Piyush Goyal would 

soon switch from promoting coal 

power to renewables and energy 

efficiency while selling the 

respective permits to the North!

www.piyushgoyal.in



The World is in a deep philosophical crisis. 

Says Pope Francis in his Encyclical Laudato Si‘ 



Responding to the Philosophical Crisis, we 

suggest to engage in a new Enlightenment:

Enlightenment 2.0



Balance 
is the virtue of Justice

and stands at the core 

of the 

New Enlightenment!

Balance is the opposite to dogmatism!



Balance where?
e.g. between

• humans and nature,

• heart and brain,

• short term and long term,

• public and private, (state and markets)

• religion and state,

• speed and stability, (beware of „disruption“!)

• feminine and masculine,

• equity and rewards for achievement.



After I gave a similar talk to the European 

Fridays for Future Meeting in Switzerland, 

I was privileged meeting Greta Thunberg 

for a delightful political chat!



Thank you !


